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Attachments:

Thank you for your comment, Dee  Skillstad. 
 
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is 80017.  Please 
refer to the tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment. 
        
 
Comment Date: November 21, 2005  09:15:09PM CDT 
 
Energy Corridor Programmatic EIS Scoping Comment: 80017 
 
First Name: Dee 
Last Name:  Skillstad 
Address: 2314 Front Rd. 
City: Williamsport/Astoria 
State: OR 
Zip: 97103 
Country: USA 
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record 
 
 
Comment Submitted: 
Unless seen on the internethow would the average citizen be aware of the Energy 
Corridor Programmatic EIS Corridor? It appears the public is beeing duped by large 
corporations once more who are sliding this program through without legally and 
properly informing the public. Who was aware of the Public Meetings? There were no 
notices sent or publications outside the metropolitan areas where most of the citizens will 
be effected by this program. What's the rush- are you concerned that if the citizens 
became aware of the dangers of your plan they would revolt? There is NO GAIN to the 
citizens and a great deal of pollution of the environment at a gross cost to tax payers, just 
for the scoping (whatever that entails- no reasonable explanation given. The agencies 
involved have proven not to be good ethical, reliable,or honest stuarts of the environment 
in the past.I see too many oppurtunity for the energy agencies to make land grabs under 
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the guise of necessity for the success of your program while stripping citizens of their 
property rights protected under the Constitution.I am presently without electrical service 
since October 2001 since Pacific Power is refusing electrical service unless I allow all of 
their main line installations within my deeded real property without an easement, permit 
or right. Pacific Power has an easement at the Bonniville line about 1000 feet North on 
Federal Land. Extortion has been protected by City, County and State agencies as 
acceptable in my case, I do not wish this on anyone but it will be inevitable with the your 
Energy Corridor. The citizen will be stripped of their rights or and without government 
protection !!!. I see no built in  federal government controls or standards of the involved 
agencies.Why would any of these large conglomerates believe that if the citizens were 
truly informed would elect to have such an environmental albatros and potential deadly 
Energy Corridor in KNOWN/PROVEN EARTHQUAKE TERRITORY as citizens are 
prepare for 'the big one', and prepare for the next Sunami funded by the Federal 
Government One sill from a moderate sized earthquake could destroy our environment 
for eternity.Global warming would take second place in destroying our environment. 
This could be a deadly plan. Please reconsider the irresponsibility of your actions. 
Thank You. 
Sincerely Dee Schaufert 
        
        
        Questions about submitting comments over the Web?  Contact us at:  
corridoreiswebmaster@anl.gov or call the Energy Corridor Programmatic EIS 
Webmaster at (630)252-6182. 
        


